a website
is a live organism
and grows in
cycles
Your website no matter how well built and well designed
is just like a racing car, it still needs fuel and fine tuning
often to stay on track and to be successful.
Digital marketing is the high octane fuel websites
run on and with all the right functionality built directly into
the website structure, your website can be tuned to
run very efficiently at low cost.

there is a
perpetual cycle
of growth for hotel
websites
stage 1 - visitors
You need a steady flow of both new and past guests visiting the website on a regular
basis. Without customers in your virtual store we have minimal sales or are left paying
exorbitant commissions to the online travel companies. There are many effective ways
to now get people’s attention from email marketing to social media engagement.

stage 2 - connect
Once you have gained digital attention from your targeted audience and steered them
into the website, it is super important that we piqued their interest while immersed in
the website experience. This is where we connect more emotionally through emotive
video, stunning drone footage and your story told through photography, great design,
quotes and guest comments.

stage 3 - direct bookings
As with any sales process, it is imperative to eliminate any sales blockages and provide
customers with a clear and simple process for making a decision. This is where the
rubber hits the road and the importance of direct incentives, price benefits, special
offers and a super user friendly booking process are all essential. It does sound easy to
implement and yet we see so many rookie mistakes made all the time in this critical
stage of the cycle.

stage 4 - results
Success comes from continuous action on a focused path whilst measuring all activities
and adjusting accordingly to stay on the path. Just like a sailing boat requires its sails
to be adjusted to keep the wind in its sails for maximum cruising. Having a clear
understanding of the statistics and analytics will help identify market trends and needs
whilst revealing new opportunities.

Let us make your life easier
with ongoing marketing support you
can rely on. We can successfully assist
you through all 4 stages to help save
you time and increase revenue.
ensure a steady flow of new and past guests into
your website ongoing
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